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DATA PLACEMENT IN ERA OF CLOUD COMPUTING: A SURVEY,
TAXONOMY AND OPEN RESEARCH ISSUES
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Abstract. In cloud computing, data placement is a critical operation performed as part of workflow management and aims
to find the best physical machine to place the data. It has direct impact on performance, cost and execution time of workflows.
Number of data placement algorithms is designed in cloud computing environment that aimed to improve various factors affecting
the workflows and their execution including the movement of data among data centers. This paper provides a complete survey
and analyses of existing data placement schemes proposed in literature for cloud computing. Further, it classifies data placement
schemes based on their assess capabilities and objectives. Further objectives and properties of data placement schemes are compared.
Finally future research directions are provided with concluding remarks.
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1. Introduction. With the increase in involvement of data in scientific workflows , the need for high
end computing and large amount of storage increses. The processing of data is a very complex task.For a
scientific workflow relatively tremendous data is to be stored in different data centers [1]. Data centers are
facing unpredictable amount of visitors with the generation of data and development of Internet.This leads to
the explosive increase in storage capacity [2]. The large amount of scientific data is accumulated by various fields
of research such as meteorology, astronomy and bio-informatics. Processing of large scale data and obtaining
valuable scientific discoveries is a tedious job.This lead to the rising need of high performance computing. [3].
This high performance computing,also known as cloud computing entails the need of mass storage resources.
The prime process in a cloud computing environment is during the implementation and execution of data
intensive applications for meeting the demand of large volumes of data and storing the data at appropriate data
center .This case arises the need of data placement strategy [4]. Data placement includes all activities related
to movement such as replication,staging,transfer, space de-allocation and space allocation, unregistering and
registering meta data, retrieving and locating the data.
There arises a question how the data placement is performed on cloud computing as in Figure 1.1.
The clients work on a data, evaluates it and passes it to the server.The server processes the request of the
client.This is to and fro operation and at the end final output is to be stored on the storage device.This storage
of output onto a storage device is decided by the data placement strategy.
1.1. Data Placement in cloud. In the cloud computing era ,storage of data achieves terabytes magnitude
scale ,diverse and complex data structures, high requirement of type and level of service have induced great
pressure to data management.Cloud systems work on two kinds of applications ,data-intensive and compute
intensive .These are handled concurrently in the systems and generates massive ammount of output/intermediate
data.The cloud architecure that handles data and workflows is as in Figure 1.1.
The cloud architecture is classified into four layer architecture as shown in Figure 1.1.
• Application layer: In this layer the workflows are constructed and requirements are submitted by
graphical and textual user interfaces to the system. The re-usability and flexibility of cloud service components and local resource component is provided by modular programming. The workflows are then
changed to predefined mathematical models.These models are used in the next layer. This layer makes
available many visualizations and presentation functions for calculating the results of applications.
• Service Layer: The scientific workflows are executed in this layer. For proper functioning of workflow
management system , it deals with the fault tolerance and monitoring of workflows. The requirements
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Fig. 1.1. Workflow management system.

are received from application layer.Then, the scheduling information is obtained from management
layer. The separation of execution of the workflow from the task scheduling and task acquisition leads
to the improvement in scalability and stability of the management system.
• Management Layer: It is the bridge of workflow execution and physical resources. The major part of
this layer is module of scheduling the scientific workflows that determines which scheduling algorithm
to use and it also provided different strategies for scheduling. It is responsible in optimizing the task
procedures and parallelizing the processing of data. Before planning the scheduling it obtains the
resources and application information about the available services of system. The movement of data
is also involved during the scheduling process which is then needed to be handled by efficient data
management module.
• Infrastructure Layer: It is responsible for expansion of forgoing services platform which is designed by
adding local resources based on the cloud environment. If the local resources are used more ,then it
saves the costs. Each computing environment includes network,storage, computing, etc. [5]
1.2. Need of Data Placement.
• Management of budget for storage: Some scientists perform their task without considering the budget
whereas there are some that consider budget as one of the QoS parameter.So, it depends upon vendor
to vendor.These kinds of vendors prefer the cloud service providers that adhere to the QoS parameters
provided by them [6, 7].
• Effective distribution of data onto a storage device: There is a large variety of storge devices available
with different parameters like storage capacity,transmission speed etc. So making the data evenly and
considerably distributed among these storage devices is also an important task [4].
• Data placement of data intensive jobs is major challenge in cloud environment. Improper data placement
policy increases data movement in the data centre which leads to increased cost and delayed services.
• Placement of runtime datasets is still a challenge in complex scientific workflow. Storage and computation capacity is bottleneck at some situations while transferring the intermediate datasets.
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• At best of my knowledge and as per the literature review done, no placement policy considers the
cached dataset (e.g. fixed position datasets) which affects the performance at significant level.
1.3. Related surveys. The two researchers [8] and [9] have done an inventive review of literature in the
field of data placement. Still in the field of data placement research is persistently growing. For the integration
and evaluation of existing research present in the data placement field there lies a need of a methodical survey
of literature. This paper presents a survey in methodical form for discovering and evaluating research challenges
on the basis of existing research in the field of data placement.
2. Background. With the drastic increase in data , requirements for both commercial and scientific
applications are expected to reach several million terabytes scales. The matter of concern is about the increasing
I/O needs and also about number of users accessing the same dataset.In various fields like genomics and
biomedical more people will be accessing more datasets.The movement of large amount of data for replication
and processing becomes the necessity.This brings a problem of reliable and efficient data placement.There is
requirement of locating the data,moving the data to the place where it is required ,replicating and staging the
data.Then allocating and de-allocating the storage and at the end cleaning up everything is required. As the
scheduling and managing of computational and network resources is an important task ,similarly scheduling the
data placement activities is also crucial.
2.1. Introduction to Cloud Computing. In 1960 , John McCarthy imagined that computation in
certain time would be given as a utility . The acknowledgement of this is Cloud computing.The path of a cloud
computing environment is being laid by technologies such as Web Services,Hardware Virtualization,Service
Oriented Architecture and Mashups [31].
Cloud computing has emerged from various computing paradigms of distributed computing over the growth
of both hardware and internet technology. Seamlessly using the power of virtualization and distribution, cloud
today provides the use of applications and services over the internet as if they are being used on the local
machine. A cloud computing stage is made out of broadly disseminated set of equipment stage, which is
arranged and running assorted software services [32].
Most of us are unaware of the use of cloud, the use of e-mails as in gmail, social networking sites as when
a picture is uploaded on facebook we use the services offered by or hosted on a cloud. Users do not need to
have any information about the background services and can make a communication with many servers at the
same time and also there is communication among servers themselves also. Cloud computing aims in providing
services to the users that hosts documents on the internet, to outsource the IT infrastructure.
2.2. Workflow. The Workflow Management Coalition (WfMC) defined workflow as : The automation
of a business process, in whole or part during which documents, information or tasks are passed from one
participant to another for action, according to a set of procedural rules [33]. By the definition given by WfMC,
work processes is a progression of organized exercises and calculations of a business procedure which is a
unique depiction of the undertakings to be executed in that business process. They are utilized to join a few
diverse computational procedures into a solitary lucid procedure. The business applications can now be seen
as perplexing work processes, which comprise of different changes performed on the information fancied in
accomplishing the goal.Workflows offer awesome points of interest in isolating capacities from applications and
in this manner offering data framework to be segmented based by first arranging them and then incorporating
them.
WfMC introduces its reference model in recognizing the interfaces inside of this structure which empower
items to operate interactively at an assortment of levels. It characterizes a work management framework and
the most critical interfaces of system (see Figure 2.1).
• Workflow Engine: A software service that gives the run-time environment with a specific end term
goal to make, oversee and execute work process cases.
• Process Definition: Specifies the information about the process and the workflows related to it.
• Workflow Interoperability: This interface makes interoperability possible between different processes of workflow.
• Invoked Applications: Interfaces to bolster cooperation with an assortment of IT applications.
• Workflow Client Applications: Interfaces to bolster connection with the client interface.
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Fig. 2.1. WfMC reference model.

• Administration and Monitoring: Interfaces to give a framework observing and metric capacities to
encourage the administration of composite work process application situations.
Work process has developed from the idea appropriated programming and with a specific end goal to suite
different programming styles and complex shell scripts. Numerous work process frameworks have been created
for and productively sent on distributed computing infrastructures that offer high performances such as peer
to peer computing,cluster computing and grid computing. Because of the a lot of calculation and information
included, the force of the disseminated figuring is required to execute these work processes effectively.
Workflows have found their use in scientific applications,analysis of complex applications and optimization
of the execution time for similar applications. In specific conditions researcher might do not have the earlier
learning to execute and run the applications, or they do not have the required asset frameworks. The accessibility
of the assets and their heterogeneity makes it perplexing and hard to be taken care of by an experimental
application.Such application workflows require high performance computing infrastructures for executing data
and compute intensive activities. To accommodate such requests large, expensive computing infrastructure are
bought and installed. Their integration and maintenance involves huge costs, still the scalability of the resources
is a bigger problem as the resources might not be available during the peak hours and they cannot be utilized
by others during the off peak periods.
Such issues are not covered by cluster and grid computing paradigms, but is handled effectively by Clouds.
Cloud offers a resource pool which can dynamically scaled and managed for delivering high computing power and
performance. The services are provided on demand of the users over the internet depending on their deployed
applications.
2.3. Workflow lifecycle. The phases in the life cycle of workflow are design, partitioning or clustering
,mapping and enactmentas shown in Figure 2.2.
In the design phase of workflow scientific or business workflows are designed by executable languages. In
the initial stage of creation of workflow with the definition of goals, high level workflow model is designed. In
a decentralized architecture model is deployed and process of clustering or partitioning is defined. The method
of partitioning creates fragments of workflow by grouping elements such as control flows,data flows,activities
etc. In clustering, the different tasks are clustered together at the same level, horizontal level or vertical level.
In the mapping phase, these clustered or partitioned tasks are deployed in virtual machines or the engines of
workflow. The enactment phase of workflow us responsible for implementation of clustered tasks or partitions.
In this research, the focus is on mapping phase of workflow.
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Fig. 2.2. Workflow lifecycle.

2.3.1. Workflow design phase. It is one of the important phase of the lifecycle of workflow. It is divided
into Workflow model composition ,application type and interdependency model as in Figure 2.3.
Workflow Model composition. This is responsible to enable user of workflow provide the dependencies and
steps in the workflow. The tasks or jobs in the workflow are defined as different steps and the order in which
these steps can be executed is defined as dependency. The model composition of workflow can be accomplished
using either graph based or language based modeling [55]. Extensible markup language(XML) is used to express
the workflow in language based modeling. The control flow is defined by using block structures similar as in C
language, such as while and if.So memorizing the syntax of language is required.It becomes tedious task for the
users to express complex or large workflow manually using language based modeling.
The control flow of process in graph based modeling is defined using explicit control links between activities.
In this workflow is defined graphically using some graph elements.As the graphical representation is easier ,so
it is mostly used by the users.The graph based modeling can be further categorized in non-directed acyclic
graph(NDAG) or directed acyclic graph(DAG) [56]. In a DAG, the workflow is specified as
W = (T a, E) where T a = ta1 , ta2 , ..., tan

(2.1)

is a finite set of tasks specified by the vertices’s in DAG and E specifies its existing edges. The dependency
of data and communication is represented by an edge [57].In a DAG based workflow ,control patterns are
complemented by nonD AG iteration structure that initializes cycle or loop. The scientific application comprises
the iteration structure and it requires cyclic execution of tasks. There are different workflow models [55].
Workflow Application Types.
1. Data/Computation intensive workflows: Scientific workflows are responsible for the visualization of
complex scientific computations.These are commonly used in e-science technology and applications.
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Fig. 2.3. Workflow design phase.

Various computing resources are involved in scientific workflows in de-centralized environments that is
used in various areas of bioinformatics,astronomy etc. [58]
2. Instance-Intensive Business Workflow: The models of workflow are applied in business also. Business
workflow composes of documented processes taking place in the routine business of an organization. A
new workflow is introduced upon further detailing e-business and e-science application ,that is instance
intensive workflow. For example, e-business is one of the example of instance intensive workflows
[59].The instance of workflow requires parallel execution [61]. The various examples of e-business are
insurance claim, bank check etc. [60]
The basis for instance intensive workflow is data or computation intensive workflow.For example, scientific workflow for weather forecast can be used as commercial weather forecasting product .
Interdependency Model. The type of dependencies existing in the partitions of workflows is defined as
interdependency. Data dependency and control dependency are both used for defining different types of dependencies.The control transfer between the tasks or partitions is defined by a link that is applicable to control
structures such as conditionals, loops and sequences. Data flows or dependencies supports data-intensive applications. The data transfer between tasks is specified by data dependency. Hybrid models combines both the
data and control dependencies for better management of models of workflow [62].
2.3.2. Workflow partitioning. After the workflow is designed in the life cycle of workflow ,then the
workflow is partitioned or clustered into number of partitons. These clustered or partiotioned tasks are further
sent to the mapping phase of the workflow.
2.3.3. Workflow Mapping. Workflow mapping is responsible for creation of executable instance of workflow that uses suitable resources as in Figure 2.4. Resource in a workflow is defined as agent/service/computer/
person that can execute task or fragment of workflow.
The mapping of workflow is performed either by the user manually or by a workflow system automatically.In
the mapping done by the user each partition is assigned to one execution engine.Kepler and Taverna workflow
systems are examples of these kinds of mapping The other kind of mapping is assigning the available resources
to partitions/tasks using the internal schedulers. The workflow systems employing this type of mapping are
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Fig. 2.4. Workflow Mapping Phase.

Triana ,Karajan and Pegasus [64]. The grid application toolkit (GAT) is used by Triana for choosing resources
at runtime [65]. This research focuses on data placement so it described further in complete detail.
2.3.4. Workflow Enactment. In this phase the fragments or partitions are enacted in Grid or Cloud environment as on figure 6.It is described as a service responsible for executing and managing workflows ,also maintaining coordination between resources and management tools required for execution of workflow [33].The workflow engine is kind of software service that provide executable environment for instance of workflow.Workflow
enactment is classified into further two categories Business workflow engines and scientific workflow engines as
depicted in Figure 2.5.

Workflow Enactment

Business Workflow Engines

Scientific Workflow Engines

Fig. 2.5. Workflow Enactment Phase.

The emergence of Cloud computing introduced economy specific pay-per-use model . The Cloud is the
biggest pool of virtual resources such as platform, services and hardware , making workflow management
cheaper,easier and faster.There exists many kinds of workflow enactment engines. The enactment engines used
in business workflow domain are NINOS [66] , SwinDeW-C(Swinburne decentralized workflow for cloud) [61],
etc. and the workflow engines for scientific workflows are Kepler, Taverna etc.
2.4. Data Placement Process. In the computing systems,data placement process is defined as movement
of input data of data intensive applications from remote site to the execution site, then a movement of output
data from execution to another remote site or same site.To prevent the risk of disk full at the execution site,
there is a requirement to allocate space and deallocating the space when job is done.
The data placement steps are presented as DAG (Directed Acyclic Graphs) and dependencies between them
are represented by arc. The steps of data placement are as shown in Figure 2.6.
2.4.1. Data Placement Stages.
• Stage-in : This data placement stage is also known as build-time data placement.This involves getting
the provenance information of the dataset and pre-clustering the similar data items before uploading
the data to the appropriate data center. [13]
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Fig. 2.6. Data Placement Process.

• Stage-out: This data placement stage is also known as runtime data placement.During the execution
of workflows intermediate data is generated .This data may be the input for the subsequent tasks,so
placing and managing this kind of data is again a complicated task. [13]
3. Data Placement Algorithms. The data placement algorithms are classified into different categories
of algorithms as shown in Figure 3.1.
3.1. Coorelation Based data placement. A Data placement scheduler ,Stork provides an ability to
queue,schedule,manage and monitor the data placement jobs.It also applies the technique of checkpointing the
jobs.This approach provides a complete automation for processing the data. The proposed system automate
the data transfer fully automatically between the hetrogenous systems.It possesses the ability to recover from
network,software and storage system failures without human intervention.It performs dynamic adaption of data
placement jobs at the execution time to system environment [34]
The author presents a filecule grouping technique for managing data in science Grids while saving the time
for locating the data and grouping the file based on size.Also LRU-bundle an algorithm for file staging is proposed
[35]. [36] introduced a BitDew programming interface for data management operations as replication,placement
and fault tolerance.This architecture relies on independent services to transfer ,store and schedule the data.
In [29] the investigator proposed an algorithm for run time as well as for build time stage.In the initial
stage dependency between all the data sets is calculated and dependency matrix is built.For the partitioning
and clustering of data sets BEA(Bond energy algorithm) is used.These partitions are shared among different
data centers.These data centers are partitioned using k means algorithm.After the generation of intermediate
data ,the newly proposed clustering algorithm deals with new datasets.The dependencies for each data center
are judged and then accordingly data is moved.The factors of data movement and gathering of data at one
point is covered up.Two algorithms proposed are as follows:
1. Build-Time Stage Algorithm:In this stage dependencies between the tasks is calculated and dependency
matrix is built.For the transformation of dependency matrix to clustered dependency matrix ,BEA is
used.Global measure(GM) for clustered dependency matrix is defined
GM =

n ∑
n
∑

DMij (DMi,j−1 + DMi,j+1 )

(3.1)

i=1 j=1

Then further partiotined datasets are mapped to data center using binary partiotining algorithm as per
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equation

PM =

p ∑
p
∑
i=1 j=1

CMij ∗

n
∑

n
∑

i=p+1 j=p+1



CMij − 

p
n
∑
∑

i=1 j=p+1

2

CMij 

(3.2)

This process continues recursively.
2. Run-Time Stage Algorithm: In this stage , newly generated datasets are clustered to the data center on
the basis of dependency between them using K means algorithm.The dependency for all datasets with
all data centers is calculated.At last the dataset placement is performed depending on the maximum
dependency on a data center.
In [9] author proposed DCCP(Dynamic Computation correlation placement) as a data placement technique
based on dynamic computation correlation.The data sets with highly dynamic correlation are placed at same
data center.The factors considered are capacity load and Input/Output load of data centers.During the execution
of computations ,data sets processed are stored on local data centers thus leading to the reduction of execution
time.This leads to Input/Output and statistical load balancing.
3.2. Genetic Algorithm based data placement. In [30] author proposed algorithm for reduction of
movement of data among data centers leading to load balancing in data centers.The heuristic and genetic are
combined together for improving the ability to local search and reducing the search time.The heuristic idea
is implemented in gene operations and initial population selection.The integer encoding rules are applied and
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Table 3.1
Objectives of correlation based data placement schemes

Schemes Energy Cost Resource Application Factors
aware aware aware
aware
[35]
[36]
[34]
[29]
[9]

-

X
X
X
X
X

X
-

X
X
-

Data
Data
Data
Data
Load

dependency,File Size
Transfer
dependency
dependency ,Data Movemement, Execution Time
balance ,Execution Time

Table 3.2
Properties of coorelation based data placement schemes

Schemes SLA
support
[35]
X
[36]
X
[34]
X
[29]
X
[9]
-

Security Cloud/
Grid
Grid
Grid
Grid
Cloud
Cloud

Algorithm

Clustering
Algorithm
Greedy Request Value Information Dispersal Bond Energy
K means
DCCP
-

Tool/Programming
Language
Java
Java
Stock Server
SwinDeW-C
cloud computing application
platform (CApp)

placement process is represented by a gene.The ineffective fragments of genes that cannot be coded at data
centers is determined by the encoding rule.Fitness function depicts the advantages and disadvantages of genetic
individuals.It depicts degree of dependency between data sets and load balance of centers.Dd c is the total degree
of data dependency in a data center dc , which is defined as:
∑
Dij
(3.3)
Ddc =
dsi ,dsj indc

The fitness function is defined as
1
f itness =
|DCu |

(

∑

dcϵDCu

Ddc

)

(3.4)

where DCu is data centers set which consist of at least one data set.Larger the value depicts better gene. The
overloading of data centers are adjusted by non normal chromosome.If the gene is found to be invalid ,it refers
to overloading of data centers.So this gene is to be neglected.If the invalidity is depicted at initial stage then
the new gene should be generated.If this occurs at cross stage then genes to be re-crossed and if it occurs
at mutation stage then genes to be re-mutated.Optimization of genes is performed for reducing movement of
data.If the data set is fixed location data set then calculate the dependency of each data set with data center
as per formula .If the size of data set is more then the storage capacity of data center then data set is moved
to next data center.
In [28] investigator proposed a mathematical data placement technique on the basis of genetic algorithm.The
crossover rate(Pc ), size of population (G) and mutation rate(Pm ) is determined.After the generation of initial
population BG , fitness value for of each individual is obtained. Fitness value of is denoted by F = 1/Γ(Bt ).
At last individuals are selected using roulette wheel selection [25].Crossover and mutation are performed on the
selected matrix. [26, 27]. The individuals not adhering to the requirements of storage capacity are abandoned.
[37] also introduced technique of data placement based on a genetic algorithm for reducing the time as well
as the cost of data scheduling between centers.
Authors considered the factors of dependency among slices of data and distributed cost of transaction for
the placement of data using genetic algorithm.It minimizes the transaction cost while balancing the load.Author
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Table 3.3
Objectives of Genetic Algorithm energy based data placement schemes

Schemes

Energy
aware

Cost
aware

Resource
aware

Application
aware

Factors

[30]
[28]
[37]

-

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
-

Data movement,Load balance
Storage Capacity,Data Transfer
Data dependency,Data movement,Cost

Table 3.4
Properties of Genetic algorithm energy based data placement schemes

Schemes
[30]
[28]
[37]

SLA
support
X
-

Security
-

Cloud/
Grid
Cloud
Cloud
Cloud

Algorithm
Heuristic genetic
Optimal genetic
Hashing

Clustering
Algorithm
K-Means

used roulette wheel for realization model.The fitness function is represented as
∑
Cij
F itness = DCTn
|DCT |

Tool/Programming
Language
Cloudsim
-

(3.5)

Where |DCT | are number of data center, DCTn the data center numbered n and Cji is the total cooperation
cost between data sets j and i
3.3. Energy Efficient data placement. In [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] many authors proposed energy saving
methods but at hardware level such as processor speed adjustment,voltage settings,enlarging memory, etc.But
these methods are unable to reach maximum energy optimization as saving of energy by these methods is
comparitively less then turning the computer off.These methods are only limited to a single PC or computer.
In [21]author proposes heuristic algorithm for data placement and two node scheduling techniques in order
to save consumption of energy during execution of tasks.In the proposed algorithm data blocks are kept rational
for finding minimum set of nodes containing the collection of blocks of data.The goal of energy saving is achieved
by turning on minimum nodes required covering the maximum data blocks.Greedy algorithm is employed for
covering data block with computing node.The author addresses two goals in it .First is the power consumption
upper bound is known,accordingly execution time of task requests by node scheduling is minimized.Second
,the execution time of tasks is known, accordingly execution time of task requests by node scheduling is minimized.This optimization of batch scheduling achieves energy saving effect by providing a solution for time
constrained and power restrained issues in the platform of cloud.Each node sϵS ,in node s, q is the number of
data blocks , p is the number of data blocks which meet the job requests , so node cover rate
γ(s) =

p
q

(3.6)

If node s and node st have the same data block replica, then node s and node st are data-exchangeable.
The formula used to compute resource utilization of nodes is
U = e.Ucpu + (1 − e).Udisk

(3.7)

where Ucpu stands for utilization of cpu ,udisk stands for utilization of disk and e is scale factor. [21]
In [43] investigator proposes Popular Data Concentration (PDC) algorithm .It dynamically migrated mostly
used data on the disk to different subset of disks in an array.The purpose is to transfer the load to few disks
so that other disks can be sent to mode of energy saving.In [44] author addresses conservation fo energy for
cluster of nodes that execute Map Reduce jobs.Reconfiguration of clusters is performed on the basis of current
workload.When the average utilization rises, clusters are turned on or off.
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Table 3.5
Objectives of Energy efficient based data placement schemes

Schemes

Energy
aware

Cost
aware

Resource
aware

Application
aware

Factors

[21]
[43]
[44]
[45]

X
X
X
X

X
X

X
-

X

power consumption,Execution time
File characterstics,workfload characterstics
power consumption,cost
Execution cost,power consumption

Table 3.6
Properties of Energy efficient based data placement schemes

Schemes SLA
Security Cloud/ Algorithm
support
Grid
[21]
X
Cloud
Dynamic Algorithm
[43]
File server Popular data concentration

Clustering
Algorithm
-

[44]
[45]

-

-

-

Grid
Cloud

Cluster reconfiguration
EnCloud algorithm

Tool/Programming
Language
Cloudsim
Execution Driven
simulator
Gridsim
iVIC with Phython

In [44] author proposed energy saving algorithms that switch off some number of nodes for saving energy.In
[45] investigator proposed EnaClous approach that enables dynamic live application placement considering
the energy efficieny.In this approach ,virtual machine is used for encapsuation of an application that perform
scheduling of an application and live migration of an application for saving energy.Bin packing algorithm is used
for apllication placement.The author proposes energy aware heuristic algorithm.For dealing with the varying
resource demands ,investigator presented an over provision technique.
In this [46] author proposed an architectural framework based on resource allocation and principles for
energy efficient Green cloud computing.It introducesa virtual node placement scheme and decides to turn on
some physical nodes of the active virtual nodes, but data placement problem is not considered.
3.4. PSO based data placement. In [?] near optimal assignment of tasks in reasonable time is obtained
using proposed hybrid particle swarm optimization approach.PSO based algorithm is presented for conquering
TAP(Task Assignment Problem).PSO iteration is embedded with hill climbing heuristic for convergence.The
factors considered are execution and communication costs.
In [7] author proposed an algorithm based on particle swarm optimization that leads to reduction of cost and
execution time of transferring.The investigator works on on-demand method as standard for computing.This
refers to paying per on per hour basis with no long term commitments.According to charging standard of
Amazon.Poutk is defined as pricing of data center from DCk . pint as pricing of data transfer to DCl . Pk is
the processing pricing of standard on-demand and Tp is the execution time of tasks.The i represents a task
executing on data center k.Cost of data processing is given by
Cp = Tp × Pk

(3.8)

Cost of data transfer is represented as
Ct =

n ∑
n ∑
m ∑
∑

xik × xjl × (DTij × Poutk + DTij × Pinl )

(3.9)

i=1 j=1 k=1 l̸=k

Fitness function is sum of cost of data transfer and processing represented as
C = Cp + Ct
According to the best fitness value ,data is placed at the data center.

(3.10)
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Table 3.7
Objectives of PSO based data placement schemes

Schemes
[?]
[7]

Energy
aware
-

Cost
aware
X
X

Resource
aware
-

Application
aware
-

[22]
[17]
[48]
[8]

-

X
X
X
X

X
X
-

-

Factors
Execution and Communication cost
processing time, transferring time,
processing cost, transferring cost
Data dependency ,Data Transmission Cost
Execution time,Transferring time,Cost
Execution cost,Communication cost
Data dependency ,Data Movement

Table 3.8
Properties of PSO based data placement schemes

Schemes
[?]
[7]
[22]
[17]
[48]
[8]

SLA
support
X
X
X
X
X
-

Security
-

Cloud/
Grid
Cloud
Cloud
Cloud
Cloud
Cloud

Algorithm
Hybrid-PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO-SPV
PSO
PSO

Clustering
Algorithm
Bond Energy(BEA)

Tool/Programming
Language
Matlab
Cloudsim
Visual Studio 2010

In [22] author proposed cost effective data placement scheme for multi data centers.During the execution
of workflows , the data sets get transferred from one data center to another.So mapping of these data sets to
an appropriate data center is the issue addressed by the author. The focus is on reducing the cost of data
transfer by considering multiple workflows.Let DC = ∪i=1,2,...|DC| dci be data center set. Gi is a single workflow.
Datasets of multiple workflow(MWS) are represented as DS = ∪i=1,2,...n dsi Data placement of multiple workflow
M W S = ∪i=1,2,..n Gi is represented by
Mmulti = ∪i,j=1,2,....,|DS| di → dcj

(3.11)

where dcj ϵDC∀di ϵDS,di is stored in unique data center in Mm ulti.
In [17] investigator introduced Particle swarm optimization based algorithm embed in SPV(Small Position
value) [47].The aim is to optimize task scheduling in cloud computing for minimization of processing cost.The
algorithm is based on a small position value.The focus is on reducing execution and transferring time.The fitness
function for an algorithm is taken as combination of cost and time CT = T + C [7].
In [48] article investigator presents particle swarm optimization(PSO) based heuristic for scheduling applications to resources of cloud.The factors of data transmission cost and computation cost is considered.The
mapping of tasks to resources is performed by varying the computation and communication costs.
In [8] investigator clustered datasets on the basis of dependency using proposed hierarchical clustering
based technique.A new factor as size of dataset is introduced.This leads to reduction in data movement ,In the
partitioning matrix improved dichotomy algorithm is used.For mapping between data groups and servers PSO
based algorithm is used.
3.5. ACO based data placement. In [67], author presents data placement scheme for intermediate
data placement by considering the factor of security.The security of data is based on aspects of data integrity,authentication access and data confidentiality. A model of security quantitatively measures services
of security provided by data center.Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) based technique is used for dynamic selection of data center.In this the datasets are divided into flexible location and fixed location data sets according
to location of stored data.For the evaluation of security services, DDSD (Degree of data security deficiency) is
proposed.
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Table 3.9
Objectives of ACO based data placement schemes

Schemes
[67]
[22]
[17]
[48]

Energy
aware
-

Cost
aware
X
X
X

Resource
aware
X
X
X
-

Application
aware
-

Factors
data security,data transfer time
Data dependency ,Data Transmission Cost
Execution time,Transferring time,Cost
Execution cost,Communication cost

Table 3.10
Properties of ACO based data placement schemes

Schemes
[67]
[22]
[17]
[48]

SLA
support
X
X
X
X

Security
X
-

Cloud/
Grid
Cloud
Cloud
Cloud
Cloud

Algorithm
ACO
PSO
PSO-SPV
PSO

Clustering
Algorithm
-

Tool/Programming
Language
Cloudsim
Cloudsim
-

3.6. Optimization based data placement. In the [49] proposed system considers the factors of WAN
bandwidth ,data center capacity limit,data interdependency,user mobility and application changes.The proposed
approach analyzes the logs submitted by the data centers.It uses iterative optimization algorithm based on access
patters of data ,locations of clients.Further ,it outputs recommendations of migration back to cloud service.For
scaling large volume of data of data logs ,this technique works in SCOPE [14]. This algorithm works in three
phases.Mapping of each client to a set of geographical candidates is performed using weighted spherical mean
calculation as per equation
)
(
wn
N −1
∑
(3.12)
wsm((wi , ⃗xi )N
)
=
interp
,
⃗
x
,
wsm(w
,
⃗
x
)
N
i
i i=1
i=1
wi

It handles the complexities of data inter-dependencies and shared data.In the second phase ,improvement
in the placement is done by applying proposed approach .In the third phase, mapping of data to data center is
performed by considering the factor of storage capacity of the data center.
In [68] author aims to place data files into and assigning tasks to the sites of execution for reducing the
cost while considering weights.To accomplish this , workflow is modelled as a hypergraph.A heuristic based on
hyper-graph partitioning is proposed for generating appropriate placement of data and assignment of task .
According to the proposed technique, computational and storage loads are distributed evenly according to some
pre-decided ratios.The hypergraph partitioner is implemented by modifying PaToH [15].
In multilevel framework,net costs are incorporated to PaToH in three phases. In the first phase of coarsening
of net costs if performed.In the phase of initial partitioning the algorithm modification of GHGP [15] is performed
to be used with target weights and net costs.In the last phase of refinement ,heuristic FM [16] is modified for
accurate calculation of the vertex move gains and cutsize.
In [29] investigator proposed an algorithm for each build time and run time stage.In the initial stage,
dependency between all the data sets is calculated and dependency matrix is built.For the partitioning and
clustering of data sets BEA(Bond Energy Algorithm) is used.These partitions are distributed among different
data centers.The data centers are partitioned using k means algorithm.After the generation of intermediate data
,the newly proposed clustering algorithm deals with new datasets.The dependencies for each data center are
judged and then accordingly data is moved.The factors of data movement and gathering of data at one point is
covered up.This strategy allocate application data among data centers automatically and reduces the movement
of data.
In [50] the investigator propose non linear programming model(NLP) for minimization of retrieval of data
and execution cost of workflows.The proposed technique aims at minimizing the computation cost and data
transfer cost on the compute resource.For case study,intrusion detection application is considered.While using
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Table 3.11
Objectives of optimization based data placement schemes

Schemes
[49]

Energy
aware
-

Cost
aware
-

Resource
aware
X

Application
aware
-

[68]
[29]
[48]
[50]
[?]

-

X
X
X
X
X

X
X

-

Factors
storage capacity, data interdependency,
WAN bandwidth, IP address
Communication cost
Data dependency,Cost
Execution cost,Communication cost
execution cost
execution cost, execution time, data dependency

Table 3.12
Properties of Optimization based data placement schemes

Schemes
[49]
[68]
[29]
[48]
[50]

SLA
support
X
X
X
X

Security
-

Cloud/
Grid
Cloud
Cloud
Cloud
Cloud
Cloud

Algorithm
iterative optimization
combinatorial algorithm
Bond Energy
PSO
NLP

Clustering
Algorithm
Cloud
K-Means
-

Tool/Programming
Language
C programming language
SwinDeW-C
Amazon CloudFront

the storage and compute resources ,NLP model is applied on intrusion detection application.
3.7. Fault tolerance based data placement. In [19] investigator proposed the strategy based on clustering algorithm of consistent hashing and minimum distance.The data is clustered efficiently by the clustering
algorithm by placing item based and user based data .For addressing effect of outliers and noises ,cluster centers and threshold is updated.CBR strategy [18] and item based algorithm CF is used to fill sparse matrix of
users.Consistent hashing algorithm is used for improving fault toleration and scalability.
A Data placement scheduler ,Stork provide an ability to queue,schedule,manage and monitor the data
placement jobs.It also applies the technique of checkpointing the jobs.This approach provides a complete automation for processing the data. The proposed system automate the data transfer fully automatically between
the heterogenous systems.It possessess the ability to recover from network,software and stoarge system failures
without human intervention.It performs dynamic adaption of data placement jobs at the execution time to
system environment [34]
3.8. Replication based data placement. In [51] investigator present a heuristic based on ordering
jobs cleaned up in workflow and reduce time taken for execution.Also genetic algorithm based approach vary
the amount of storage and number of processors for generating schedules with low cost.Tightly coupled data
staging approach is used.As per the model introduced DPS and workflow manager work together for fulfilling
the requirements of data management.
In [53] investigator proposed CDRM(Cost effective dynamic replication management) that captures the
relations between replica number and availability.It aim to increase availability of data for storage system of
cloud for balancing load and improving performance while considering failures.CDRM instincts proposed model
for maintaining minimum number of replicas according to requirement availability.Placement of replica is on the
basis blocking capacity and probbiility of data nodes.CDRM dynamically redistributes according to changing
workload and capacity of node.CDRM is implemented in Hadoop Distributed File System(HDFS).
In [52] author proposed two-level DHT (TDHT) approach for applying Lazy update and minimize communication cost.At first level, trade off on security and availability between TDHT and conventional pure data
partitioning approach is performed.This approach is integrated with DHT and is called GDHT(Global DHT) .
[6] The investigator used the replication strategy for achieving availability,reliability and appropriate utilization of network bandwidth.PC cluster system is used for implementation of cloud storage system.
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Table 3.13
Objectives of Fault tolerant based data placement schemes

Schemes
[19]
[34]

Energy
aware
-

Cost
aware
X
X

Resource
aware
X
-

Application
aware
X

Factors
Fault tolerance,Execution Time
Data dependency,Fault tolerance

Table 3.14
Properties of Fault tolerant based data placement schemes

Schemes
[19]
[34]

SLA
support
X
X

Security
-

Cloud/
Grid
Cloud
Grid

Algorithm
Consistent Hashing
-

Clustering
Algorithm
K means
-

Tool/Programming
Language
VMware
Stock Server

Author proposed new interconnection network MyHeawood for cost effective data placement.It is based on
different hashing functions.It is a hierarchical network.It is composed of small switch and dual NIC server.Data
placement strategy is based on the hashing function composed of different hash functions. Hash functions are
composed of hash key for computing server address for master replica. After that, on the basis of address of
master replica ,remaining replicas are allocated in different layer.Three replicas are used for solving overhead of
storage caused by multiple replicas.This solves the issue of reliability in cloud. [24]
Further work on replication is improved by [54].
In [23] author introduced a Balanced and file Reuse-Replication Scheduling (BaRRS) algorithm for cloud
computing.This algorithm divides the scientific workflow into multiple workflows for balance utilization through
parallelization. It deals with reuse of data and different replication techniques for optimization of transferable
data.It considers execution time of task,patterns of dependency among tasks and size of files for adapting to
current techniques of replication and data reuse.At last it selects the optimal solution on basis of monetary cost
and execution time.
4. Results. The main motivation of this research work is to find all the available research in data placement of scientific workflows . In all, 64 research articles are published in prominent journals, symposiums,
workshops and in foremost conferences on cloud computing. Most of the research articles on data placement
algorithms are published in comprehensive variety of journals and conference proceedings.We perceived that
conferences like IEEE/ACM , Future Generation Computer systems, Proceedings of the 4th generation workshop on workflows in support of large-scalescience, Encyclopedia of parallel computing: Springer , Proceedings
of fourth international workshop on data intensive distributed computing, Proceedings of VLDB Endowment,
Parallel and Distributed Computing international symposium, Cluster Computing and Grid 8th IEEE international symposium, Proceedings of 17th international symposium on high performance distributed computing,
Grid computing environments workshop, International Conference on cloud computing 2009, Future Information
Technology : Springer, International Journal of High Performance Computing Applications, Procedia Environmental Sciences, The Computer Journal, Cloud Computing and Distributed System Laboratory, International
Conference on Super Computing, Computing in science and Engineering, Journal of Grid Computing, Computer standardsand interfaces, Journal of Electrical and Computer Engineering, Chinese Journal of Computers
contribute significantly to our review area. Figure 8 shows the percentage of research paper discussing different data placement algorithms (Coorelation, genetic, Energy Efficient, PSO based, ACO based, Optimization
Based, Fault Tolerance based, Replication Based) from year 2008 to 2017. Summary table for comparison of
data placement algorithms is shown in Table 4.1.
Figure 4.2 depicts the maximum research in Replication based(17%) and PSO based(17%) data placement
while very few research in fault tolerance based data placement(6%) and genetic based data placement(9%).
Coorelation based and Optimization based contributes 14% each while Energy Efficient, ACO based and Genetic
based contributes 12%, 11% and 9% respectively.
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Table 3.15
Objectives of Replication based data placement schemes

Schemes
[51]
[34]
[53]

Energy
aware
-

Cost
aware
X
X
X

Resource
aware
-

Application
aware
X
-

[52]
[24]
[23]

-

X
X
X

-

X
X

Factors
Makespan,execution cost,storage limit
Data dependency, Fault tolerance
CPU power, memory capacity, network
bandwidth, access latency, load balance
Response Latency,Cost
Cost
Execution time,Data dependency,Task Size

Table 3.16
Properties of Replication based data placement schemes

Schemes

Security

[51]

SLA
support
-

-

Cloud/
Grid
Grid

Algorithm

[34]
[53]
[52]

X
X
X

X

Grid
Cloud
cloud

Coarse and fine grained
genetic algorithm
CDRM
uTLA

[24]
[23]

-

-

Cloud
Cloud

Hashing
BaaRS

Clustering
Algorithm
-

Tool/Programming
Language
Cluster viz16

-

Stock Server
PlanetLab (Plab)
platforms
Cloudsim
VMware-ESXi-based
(version)

-

4.1. Data Placement implication platforms. For the implementation of the data placement algorithms
as in figure 4.2 , 79% of the algorithms are implemented on cloud while 17% on Grid and 4% on file servers.
For the simulation of cloud environment, the tools used are in Figure 4.2.
5. Conclusion and Future Directions. Cloud computing is an emerging computing platform that
presents different schemes for the large amount of data arising from scientific workflow application.Data placement is one of the necessary schemes that make cloud computing possible.Recenetly data placement problem
has become a hot topic in the area of cloud computing while considering the scientific workflow applications
because it can greatly reduce the execution time of workflows and increase the efficiency of data centers.
This paper presents a comprehensive survey and analysis of the data placement schemes proposed for
cloud computing.For this purpose, first the definition of data placement schemes are provided, and then the
classification of data placement schemes is presented based on the type of placement.Then various proposed data
placement schemes are described and factors of data placement in each scheme are investigated to illuminate
the advantages, limitations and properties of each placement scheme in detail. Moreover, complete comparative
comparisons of the data placement schemes are presented which highlight the items that should be considered
in future studies and researches. As specified in these comparisons, most data placement schemes are aimed
to improve the performance and execution related issues in data centers.There is less focus on security related
issues in data placement.But with the ever increasing security attacks on services of cloud,providing security in
the cloud environment has become a critical issue. As a result, security is one of the crucial issue which should
be considered in the future data placement.
As per the literature survey there is scope of further improvement in data placement in cloud.Following
section describes further improvements in this field.
1. For improving the inter data center traffic ,identification of nearby sites can be pursued that leads to
improved latency and costs.The location of data center can be provided as an input.In future more
placement factors can be considered such as computation capacity of each server and load balancing.Replicating the used data can also be used for performance in terms of system response time and
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Comparison of different data placement algorithms on placement criteria
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reliability.
2. The data sets are of two types fixed location and variable location data sets. The fixed location
datasets are the one that are located in a predetermined locations in the cloud environment and are
non transferable whereas the variable location datasets can be moved from one place to another. There
are works listing the use of variable location datasets, but for enhancement fixed location datasets can
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Fig. 4.1. Data Placement Algorithms in Cloud.

Fig. 4.2. Platform for Algorithms.

also be considered for further improvement of cost,price etc.
3. The system performance of cloud can also be improved further by detailing the characteristics of
tasks that can further be used for improvement of scheduling mechanism in a heterogeneous environment.Further policies can be implemented on the basis of characteristics of tasks and system with
different policy schemes can be implemented.
4. The cost of running the workflow and the energy consumption can be analyzed .The further investigation
is required on the issue for the minimization of power consumption that will lead to improvement of performance in scientific workflows.The data placement can be explored by considering the energy/power
efficiency and power/performance trade-offs.
5. In future more placement factors can be considered such as computation capacity of each server and
load balancing.Replicating the used data can also be used for better performance in terms of system
reliability and response time.
6. Different methods of genetic selection affect the performance of the algorithm which requires further
study.Fuzzy strategies are not outlined.The granularization approach most suitable for the entire work-
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load and optimal storage location of each of the resulting granular,sub workloads can be determined.
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